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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
DIVE DEEPER INTO SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

“Dive Deeper into Social Entrepreneurship” is a capacity building project financed by the EU under the 
Erasmus+ program; Capacity building in the field of youth; The key aim of the project is to contribute to 
fight youth unemployment by creating supportive environment encouraging young people to create social 
enterprises. The project will be implemented in period of 15 months and it will include partners coming 
from following countries: Macedonia, Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece, Romania, Portugal, Peru, South Africa 
and Costa Rica.
The project Dive deeper into social entrepreneurship is the second edition of the project Dive in Social En-
trepreneurship. This edition of “Dive deeper into Social entrepreneurship” goes “deeper” and we focus on 
training in topics such as “idea generation, legal business forms, youth policies and funding for start-ups.
 The first TC in Krusevo, Macedonia was centered on creativity and stimulation of creative ideas and cre-
ative thinking itself. The second TC was focused on the legislative framework regarding the social enter-
prises, as a very important matter in the field of social entrepreneurship and this TC in Sofia was focused 
on increasing the understanding of the participants on the importance of cooperation in the youth sector 
and developing quality of youth strategies.

ABOUT THE III TC: DIVE DEEPER INTO SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The training course was focused on increasing the understanding of the participants on the importance 
of cooperation in youth sector and developing quality of youth strategies, the participants developed 
their skills needed to prepare quality youth strategy, to network with various bodies representing youth, 
to effectively use manuals, guidelines on social entrepreneurship in youth field, to adjust tools, methods.
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DAYS’ DESCRIPTION

1st DAY 
Session: Introduction to TC, Presentation of 
Goals, Programme, Getting to Know Each 
Other

Goal: To create supportive and open working 
atmosphere, to gain better understanding of 
the participants’ expectations, to clarify key ele-
ments of the programme of the training course.

Main aim of the session was to provide the par-
ticipants an opportunity to interact and get to 
know more about their backgrounds, to review 
the project flow and plan of the activities. After the name activity ‘Name Puzzle’ the participants took part 
in an activity ’30 seconds about me’ during which they introduced themselves one by one in front of the 
group. The participants shared information on their professional and personal backgrounds, their motiva-
tion to take part in the training course. The activity was an opportunity to develop presentation and com-
munication competencies. After the activity the facilitator provided input on the project and programme 
of the training course. The participants were asked to reflect on their knowledge of non-formal education 
and their understanding of the term was reviewed. 

With aim to support creating team atmosphere the participants took part in teambuilding activity ’Alpha-
bet Poems’. The participants worked divided into 5 teams. Their task was to write down alphabet poem 
on the topic of social entrepreneurship. The session was closed by sharing the poems and reflecting on 
key elements of the team work.

Results: Open and supportive atmosphere created, plan of the training course and key elements of 
non-formal education reviewed. 
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2nd DAY
Session: Youth Strategies in Participant’s Countries
 
Goal: To introduce the topic of youth strategies in participant’s countries with special focus to hosting 
country – Bulgaria.
The day was opened by short input on practicalities given by the representative of the hosting or-
ganization. After the participants were asked to share their knowledge on Bulgarian realities. Partic-
ipants shared information related to the history of hosting country or current economic situation.  
Main aim of the next activity was to support interaction of the participants with local community and rais-
ing their knowledge on situation in hosting country. The participants were divided into 4 working teams 
and their task was to make interviews with at least 5 preferably young people on the topic of social en-
trepreneurship. During their presentations the teams pointed out following: in overall low knowledge on 
social entrepreneurship, very limited knowledge of the concept, as the biggest social issues locals point-
ed out alcoholism, high unemployment especially outside of the capitol and migration of young people 
from rural areas to capital or to abroad. The session was closed by presentation on youth strategies of 
Bulgarian representative.

Results: The participants increased their understanding of Bulgarian realities and knowledge of youth 
strategy on social entrepreneurship in Bulgaria.
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2nd DAY
Session: Youth Strategies in Participant’s Countries - Field Visits

Goal: To provide the participants an opportunity to increase their knowledge on social entrepreneurship 
in Bulgaria through field visits.
Participants visited the Ministry of Labor and Social Policy. They took part in presentation focused on 
social entrepreneurship/social economy. After the presentation followed interactive part during which 
the participants asked various questions e.g. how creation of social entrepreneurship is being supported 
through tax reduction, what role plays educational spirit in creating of entrepreneurial mindset, what’s the 
strategy to support development of social enterprises outside of the capital in rural areas. One of the key 
elements of the visit was also the stress on digitalization and digital tools. 
Link: http://seconomy.mlsp.government.bg/en/. 

During second visit the participants had the opportunity to take part in the activities of ‘Sofia Bread 
House’ focused on teambuilding. At the same time the participants shared their own perception on 
social entrepreneurship e.g. what’s their motivation, what’s the challenge.  
Link: http://bread-connects.tastes-of-danube.eu/2017/10/27/qualification-training-bread-as-a-social-
event-at-bread-house-network-in-sofia-on-9th10th-october-2017/
https://www.breadhousesnetwork.org/about-us/12-countries-and-growing/

Results: Participants increased their knowledge of social entrepreneurship in Bulgaria. 
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3rd DAY
Session: Quality Youth Strategies on Social Entrepreneurship 
on Local Level 

Goal: To increase knowledge of the participants on the realities in 
the participant’s countries; to get to know and to review existing 
youth strategies, to increase participants communication, presen-
tation competencies.
Session was opened by energizer and by reviewing practicalities of 
the training course.
Presentations of national teams addressing the issue of youth strat-
egies on youth entrepreneurship followed. After every presentation 
the participants had the space to ask questions, to reflect on simi-
larities and differences.

Results: Participants increased their knowledge of existing strate-
gies in participant’s countries. 

3rd DAY
Session: Quality Youth Strategies on Social Entrepreneurship 
on Local Level and Quality of Youth Strategies on Social Entre-
preneurship on national/European/worldwide level 

Goal: To increase knowledge of the participants on the realities in the 
participant’s countries; to get to know and to review existing youth 
strategies at various level, to increase participants understanding 
on the process of creating strategies, guidelines, to increase par-
ticipants communication, presentation, team work competencies. 
Session was opened by energizer and by reviewing practicalities. 
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Presentations of national teams addressing the issue of youth 
strategies on youth entrepreneurship followed. After every presen-
tation the participants had the space to ask questions, to reflect 
on similarities and differences. Once national teams presented 
their work the participants took part in closing discussion. During 
the discussion was e.g. addressed the question of transferring 
lessons learned across participants countries or the need for suc-
cessful stories on social entrepreneurship.
In next part of the session, the facilitator gave short input on an-
other existing strategies that were shared through FB group and 
that the participants were encouraged to check out. 
‘Strategies in practice – let’s make the vision real’ activity was 
introduced. In the first step, the participants were asked to re-
flect on their communities and to draw or describe their vision 
for their community while reflecting on question: ‘How my com-
munity should look like in 10 year?’ In next step, the participants 
were divided into 5 working teams. Their task was to share their 
visions and to create one vision for their shared community. 
Working day was closed by reflection in working teams. Partic-
ipants were asked to reflect on the training course and to share 
written feedback with to the team.

Results: Participants increased their knowledge of existing strat-
egies in participant’s countries. 
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4th DAY
Session: Mapping of Tools and Guidelines, 
Materials on Social Entrepreneurship and 
Developing Entrepreneurial Competencies 
of Young People

Goal: To increase participant’s knowledge of 
the process of creating strategies and policies, 
to increase participant’s communication, pre-
sentation and teamwork competencies, to en-
courage the participants to map and to review 
existing materials on social entrepreneurship.
The day was opened by energizer. 
Participants presented their visions created in 
previous day. In next step, they were asked to 
choose from three priorities one on which they would like to work with aim to come up with ideas how to 
realize it in 10 years. They were asked to focus on following elements while working in intercultural teams:  
1. Who/with whom – to map the stakeholders (individuals, NGOs, media, social enterprises, businesses, 
local municipalities, national bodies) and to identify their role;
2. What should be done – to change behavior; to change mindset; to take action; to lobby;, to create legal 
framework.
Besides these two questions the participants were asked to reflect on the ways how the change would 
be monitor and the impact would be measured. 
Review of team’s presentations:
1. Issue: Education and the needs to change it through – non-formal education; work with the parents; 
being more practical and providing young people the opportunity to learn practical things that they could 
apply in real life situations including providing young people an opportunities to increase their competen-
cies to make and run own business; improvement of existing programmes, connect people with different 
perspectives e.g. through participation in Erasmus + Programme;
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2. Issue: Education system – the team focused on the same issues and they presented following ways 
that would lead to change of the system: putting stress on non-formal learning including more practical 
visits taking place out of the schools; trainings for teachers; introducing modern subjects: robotic, ecol-
ogy, social entrepreneurship, volunteering; less formalities for teachers and educational staff; to provide 
the participants an opportunity to learn from practice on development their life competencies e.g. leading 
to overcome their fear to ask; to support participation of the students in international projects;
3. Issue: lack of housing opportunities: to develop new policies providing people housing – example of 
rapid housing from the Czech Republic;
4. Issue: raising awareness of people and making them involved in the actions addressing gender in-
equality, refugee crises, pollution;
5. Issue: combating apathy by government at national and local level with aim to create youth centered 
policies e.g. by strengthening the role of youth councils. 
Presentations were closed by discussions. During the discussions the participants shared practices from 
their countries and/or asked additional questions to presenting team. 
Session was closed by input on existing materials shared through FB group of the Dive project and on the 
importance of research of existing strategies, materials, sources of information.

Results: Participants increased their knowledge of the process of creating strategies. They increased 
their knowledge on the realities in participating countries. Participants develop their teamwork, commu-
nication and presentation competencies. 
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4th DAY
Session: Open Space

Goal: To provide the participants an opportunity to experience the 
methodology of open space; to develop participant’s communica-
tion, facilitation and presentation competencies; to develop partic-
ipants competencies in areas covered by the activities. 
Open space included following inputs:
1. Theory of G. Hoefstede based on 6 cultural dimensions: partic-
ipants got familiar with the theory of G. Hoefstede that can be ap-
plied when working and living in another cultural environment, link: 
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/models/national-culture/
2. Decision Making Process: activity based on identifying three 
skills and three characteristics that would you consider important 
in case of choosing people to join you in going to new Planet. Par-
ticipants firstly work individually, 
3. Unicorns vs. Zebra concept of social entrepreneurship. 
4. Practical tips on photography.

Results: Participants got familiar with open space methodology. Participants increased their knowledge 
on the issues covered during open space. Participants who shared their inputs increased their communi-
cation, presentation and facilitation competencies.

Day 7/5/ 2018
Session: Networking on Individual Level

Goals:To increase participants learning to learn competence, to provide the participants an opportunity 
to reflect on their competencies and the importance of mentoring in the context of personal growth; to 
increase participant’s communication, teamwork, leadership and digital competencies, to strengthen the 
participant’s competencies to create and spread message. 
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Session was opened by input on key elements of supportive social entrepreneurship environment: ed-
ucation, mentorship, access to finances, role models, internet capabilities – online trading, digital com-
petencies, innovation orientation and the importance of networking. In next step, the participants were 
asked to reflect on their competencies and to identify competencies that they have and on the side list of 
competencies that they would like to develop. Once the participants identified their competencies they 
took part in ‘speed dating’ with aim to network and to create new connections that could help to develop 
their competencies. The activity was closed by sharing. The participants noted that they would like to 
especially develop their digital competencies, especially video making. 
In next step, the participants were divided into 4 intercultural teams. They received task to make video or 
photo with message to inspire young people outside of the ‘Dive Deeper’ project to take part in Erasmus 
+ Programme and/or to become interested in social entrepreneurship. The teams presented their works. 
They were uploaded and shared through social networks.

Results: Participants increased their understanding of key 
elements of supportive social entrepreneurship environ-
ment. They increased their ability learning to learn. They 
increased their communication, teamwork and digital com-
petencies and ability to create and spread message.

5th DAY
Session: Networking on Level of Organizations

Goals: To provide the participants an opportunity to work on development of new ideas at local, national 
or international level, to introduce the tool ‘empathy map’ and to increase the participant’s competencies 
to apply the tool in practice.
‘Empathy Map’ was presented by the trainer and the participant had an opportunity to work on creating 
their empathy maps. The trainer provided support with applying of the tool in the practice. After having 
the possibility to experience ‘empathy tool’ the participants received instruction on last task of the train-
ing course - to develop idea for project/action that they would like to implement at local, national or inter-
national level in upcoming months. The participants had the opportunity to work individually or to create 
teams based on their interests e.g. raising awareness of young people on the importance of volunteerism. 
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Once the task was introduced the participants received information 
on the structure and timeline. While working the participants had the 
possibility to consult any issue with the trainer.
Results: Participants increased their knowledge of ‘empathy map 
tool’. Participants increased their communication, leadership, team-
work and project management competencies.

6th DAY
Session: Networking on Level of Organizations

Goals: To present newly developed ideas, to increase participant’s 
competencies to give/receive feedback, to create action plans and 
to support realization of newly developed ideas.
Participants presented their new ideas.
Every presentation was closed by feedback from the trainer and 
from other participants. 
Review of presented ideas:

Results: Participants presented new ideas. They received feedback 
and created actions plans for their realization. 
Review of presented ideas:
1. Transformation of education system in Portugal through connec-
tion/interaction between schools, students, government and par-
ents, following good examples from other countries, involving par-
ents to the discussion about the future of education;
2. Promoting volunteering especially international volunteering in 
Portugal – the key issue is low interest of young people to become 
international volunteers. The idea was based on promoting volun-
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teerism through local activities implemented in cooperation with schools, universities. During the discus-
sion the participants pointed out the importance to clarify what volunteering means. 
3. Developing existing yoga studio in Sofia and exploring the opportunities to stress out the social aspect of it;
4. Opening restaurant – idea presented by the participant from Romania that would provide the custom-
ers opportunity to spend quality time without being distracted by modern technologies. During discus-
sion the participants stressed the importance of being different and being aware of added value;
5. Creating business incubator in Peru;
6. Vegan padkos – food to go – idea to create vegan padkos in South Africa, the participants explained 
the concept of buying food when travelling and the need to provide children an opportunity to get quality 
meals. Another idea presented by team from South Africa was an idea addressing the needs of artist. 
The idea would be realized through crowdfunding and would focus on creating virtual/online gallery.  
 
Besides these ideas the team from South Africa also presented their future steps inspired by the training 
course including meeting with National Youth Development Agency and having discussion on youth strat-
egies related to social entrepreneurship.

6th DAY
Session: Final Evaluation

Goals: To review the project activities, to gather feedback from the participants on practical and pro-
gramme aspects of the training course, to provide the participants an opportunity to give each other 
personal feedback. 
Firstly, the were asked to reflect on previous days and ‘re-create’ the programme of the training course 
as one group with aim to review the project activities. In next step, the participants had the opportunity 
to share final word with the group. Final evaluation session was closed by filling in online evaluation form. 

Results: Project activities reviewed, feedback from the participants gathered, competencies of the par-
ticipants to give and to receive feedback increased. 
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WORKSHOP SHEETS
Title Introduction to TC, Presentation of Goals, Programme, Getting to Know Each Other

Theme/Topic
Introduction to the project, to the program, to provide the participants an opportu-
nity to introduce themselves, to get to know each other backgrounds, to review the 
participant’s expectations, to start to build the group cohesion.

Problem being 
addressed

Knowledge about the project, programme.
Group cohesion and dynamics.

Day 03/05/2018 Day 1
Place Sofia, training room;
Duration 1.5 hours
Trainer Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To create supportive and open working atmosphere, to gain better understanding of the participants’ 
expectations, to clarify key elements of the programme.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Individual work, work in large group. 

Flipcharts, Markers. 
LOGISTICS:

Opening word from hosting organization and the applicant organization ‘YAK’;
Name Games - ‘Name Puzzle;
Getting to Each Other Background ‘30 seconds about me’;
Teambuilding Activity ‘Alphabet Poems’;
Input on the Project and Programme.
(total 90 minutes)

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
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Title Youth Strategies in Participant’s Countries 

Theme/Topic
Introduction to the topic of youth strategies in participant’s countries with special 
focus to hosting country – Bulgaria, preparation for field visits of Ministry of Labour 
and Social Policy and social entrepreneurship ‘Sofia Bread House’

Problem being 
addressed Knowledge about situation in hosting country, youth strategies.

Day 04/05/2018 Day 2
Place Sofia, training room;
Duration 3 hours
Trainer Ilona Olehlova.

To increase participant’s knowledge of the situation in hosting country related to social entrepreneurship, 
to open the topic of youth strategies on social entrepreneurship. 

GOALS:

Individual work, work in smaller teams.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:

LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers. 

Opening of the day;
Discussion and sharing of information on the situation in Bulgaria related to economic situation, social 
entrepreneurship and youth strategies;
Getting to know local realities;
Presentation of Bulgaria on youth strategies related to social entrepreneurship.
(total 90 minutes)

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
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To provide the participants an opportunity to increase their knowledge on social entrepreneurship in Bulgaria 
through field visits.

Title Youth Strategies in Participant’s Countries – Field Visits 

Theme/Topic
Introduction to the topic of youth strategies in participant’s countries with special 
focus to hosting country – Bulgaria, preparation for field visits of Ministry of Labour 
and Social Policy and social entrepreneurship ‘Sofia Bread House’

Problem being 
addressed Knowledge about situation in hosting country, youth strategies. 

Day 04/05/2018 Day 2

Place Sofia. 

Duration 3 hours

Trainer Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:

LOGISTICS:

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:

Field Visits. 

-

Visit of Ministry of Labor and Social Policy;
Visit of social entrepreneurship ‘Sofia Bread House’.
(total 90 minutes)

LOGISTICS:
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Title Quality Youth Strategies on Social Entrepreneurship on Local Level

Theme/Topic Youth strategies addressing social entrepreneurship in participant’s countries 

Problem being 
addressed Knowledge of youth strategies, quality of youth strategies. 

Day 05/05/2018 Day 3

Place Sofia, training room;

Duration 3 hours

Trainer Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To increase knowledge of the participants on the realities in the participant’s countries; to get to know and 
to review existing youth strategies, to increase participants communication, presentation competencies. 

Presentation in National Teams, Group Discussion. 
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:

Flipcharts, Markers, Projector, Speakers. 
LOGISTICS:

Energizer;
Presentations of Youth Strategies by the National Teams;
Discussion and Reflection on the Presentations. 
(total 180 minutes)

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
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Title Quality Youth Strategies on Social Entrepreneurship on Local Level and Quality of 
Youth Strategies on Social Entrepreneurship on national/European/worldwide level

Theme/Topic Youth strategies addressing social entrepreneurship in participant’s countries 
Problem being 
addressed Knowledge of youth strategies, the process of creating strategies.  

Day 05/05/2018 Day 3
Place Sofia, training room;
Duration 3 hours
Trainer Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To increase knowledge of the participants on the realities in the participant’s countries; to get to know and 
to review existing youth strategies at various level, to increase participants understanding on the process 
of creating strategies, guidelines, to increase participants communication, presentation competencies. 

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Presentation in National Teams, Group Discussion, Work in Mix-Intercultural Teams.  

LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers, Projector. 

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Energizer;
Presentations of Youth Strategies by the National Teams;
Discussion and Reflection on the Presentations;
Work in mix-intercultural teams ‘Strategies in practice – let’s make the vision real’;
Reflection in Mix-Intercultural Teams. 
(total 180 minutes)
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Title Mapping of Tools and Guidelines, Materials on Social Entrepreneurship and Devel-
oping Entrepreneurial Competencies of Young People

Theme/Topic Process of creating strategies and policies, exploring realities in participant’s coun-
tries, developing individual competencies of the participants. 

Problem being 
addressed

To increase participant’s knowledge of the process of creating strategies and poli-
cies, to increase participant’s communication, presentation and teamwork compe-
tencies, to encourage the participants to map and to review existing materials on 
social entrepreneurship.

Day 06/05/2018 Day 4
Place Sofia, training room;
Duration 3 hours
Trainer Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To increase participant’s knowledge of the process of creating strategies and policies, to increase partic-
ipant’s communication, presentation and teamwork competencies, to encourage the participants to map 
and to review existing materials on social entrepreneurship.

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Work in Mix-Intercultural Teams, Discussion. 

LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers. 

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Energizer,
Work in mix-intercultural teams;
Presentation of group work;
Reflection. 
(total 180 minutes)
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Title Open Space

Theme/Topic Open Space Methodology. 

Problem being 
addressed

Social entrepreneurial models, role of the culture in communication and business, 
decision making. 

Day 06/05/2018 Day 4
Place Sofia, training room;
Duration 2 hours
Trainer Ilona Olehlova, KlimentinaGjorgjioska, Belisa Rodrigues, PhokengTshepoSetai. 

GOALS:
To provide the participants an opportunity to experience the methodology of open space; to develop 
participant’s communication, facilitation and presentation competencies, to develop participants compe-
tencies in areas covered by the activities. 

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Work in Mix-Intercultural Teams, Discussions, Interactive Presentations. 

LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers, Posted Notes, Pens, Projector, Speakers. 

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Energizer, Input on theory of G. Hoefstede;
Activity on decision making process;
Input on unicorn and zebra model of entrepreneurship;
Tips for photo taking; 
Reflection. 
(total 180 minutes)
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Title Networking on Individual Level

Theme/Topic Personal development, key elements of supportive social entrepreneurship environment, 
raising awareness of public on Erasmus+ Programme and social entrepreneurship.

Problem being 
addressed

Ability to create personal learning plan - to apply learning to learn competence in the 
practice, understanding of key elements of supportive social entrepreneurship envi-
ronment, lack of knowledge of Erasmus + Programme and social entrepreneurship in 
participant’s countries. 

Day 07/05/2018 Day 5
Place Sofia, training room;
Duration 3 hours
Trainer Ilona Olehlova. 

GOALS:
To increase participants learning to learn competence, to provide the participants an opportunity to re-
flect on their competencies and the importance of mentoring in the context of personal growth; to in-
crease participant’s communication, teamwork, leadership and digital competencies, to strengthen the 
participant’s competencies to create and spread message.

Individual work, work in mix-intercultural teams, discussion, speed dating. 
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:

LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers, Posted Notes, Pens, Projector, Speakers. 

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Energizer;
Input on competence (knowledge, skills, attitude);
Individual reflection on own competencies;
Speed dating;
Work in mix-intercultural teams and creating media messages;
Presentation. 
(total 180 minutes)
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Title Networking on Level of Organizations

Theme/Topic Working on ideas for future projects/actions, introduction of tools giving an oppor-
tunity to gain better understanding of needs/interests/motivation of target group. 

Problem being 
addressed

Issues in participant’s countries e.g. lack of interest of young people to volunteer, 
knowledge of project management. 

Day 07/05/2018 Day 5

Place Sofia, training room;

Duration 3 hours

Trainer Ilona Olehlova. 

GOALS:

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:

LOGISTICS:

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:

To provide the participants an opportunity to work on development of new ideas at local, national or in-
ternational level, to introduce the tool ‘empathy map’ and to increase the participant’s competencies to 
apply the tool in practice.

Individual work, work in mix-intercultural teams. 

Flipcharts, Markers. 

Input on ‘Empathy Map;
Introduction of the task;
Creating Teams;
Working individually or mix-intercultural teams. 
(total 180 minutes)
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Title Networking on Level of Organizations
Theme/Topic Presentation of new ideas for local, national and international projects. 
Problem being 
addressed Issues in participant’s countries – lack of interest of young people to volunteer, 

Day 08/05/2018 Day 6

Place Sofia, training room;

Duration 3 hours

Trainer Ilona Olehlova. 

GOALS:

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:

LOGISTICS:

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:

To present new developed ideas, to increase participant’s competencies to give/receive feedback, to 
create action plans and to support realization of newly developed ideas.

Work in mix-intercultural teams, presentations, group discussion. 

Flipcharts, Markers, Projector, Speakers. 

Presentations of new ideas;
Feedback from the group.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title Final Evaluation

Theme/Topic Reflection and evaluation. 

Problem being 
addressed To gather feedback on the training course. 

Day 08/05/2018 Day 6

Place Sofia, training room;

Duration 1,5 hours

Trainer Ilona Olehlova. 

GOALS:

PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:

LOGISTICS:

SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:

To review the project activities, to gather feedback from the participants on practical and programme as-
pects of the training course, to provide the participants an opportunity to give each other personal feedback.

Group work and discussion, individual work. 

Flipcharts, Markers, A4 papers, pens, tape. 

Reviewing the project activities;
Final word circle;
Filling in online evaluation forms. 
(total 90 minutes)
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NEXT ACTIVITIES
4th TC IN BARCELOS, PORTUGAL IN JUNE 2018

CROWD FUNDING EVENTS AND PITCH NIGHTS MAY - JULY 2018
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